WHAT'S IN? – A NAME! – Part V

Steve Kahan
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The consolidations in the list below are the result of eradicating four-letter male names from thirty words and closing up any subsequent spaces formed. (Perhaps a more apt title would have been “Four – The Boys”?) Restore as many of these guys as you can to their rightful positions in order to identify the original words. Fear not, however – MENsa membership is not a prerequisite for a successful pursuit of this challenge!

1. acc or 11. ens 21. power
2. an 12. et 22. p t ary
3. apo the 13. h emo ia 23. pu
4. ard 14. ht 24. set
5. ar oo 15. hy di c 25. sg
6. ca 16. mis l 26. thr us
7. cent 17. nar psy 27. t ify
8. ch le 18. novo 28. to s
9. co ice 19. offic im 29. warm
10. demi 20. ost 30. with